
Cut healthcare costs and confusion 
(and more)...in one easy membership!
Save hundreds to thousands on your family’s healthcare. Use your freshbenies  
services through your member app, portal or phone. One membership includes 
your entire immediate family!

Advocacy PLUS
Your friend in healthcare. Comprehensive  
support throughout your healthcare journey.  
Find highly-rated doctors, compare costs for 
procedures, find lower-cost prescriptions, have 
medical bills negotiated and more.

Behavioral Telehealth 
Even more access to experts! Schedule  
convenient, discreet consultations with  
therapists or psychiatrists at a fraction of the  
cost of typical in-person visits, only $85 - $95 
(initial psychiatrist intake is $225).

Vision Savings
See and be seen! Get amazing discounts on  
everything from vision exams, brand name  
eyewear and contacts to LASIK and more - at 
thousands of providers nationwide, including  
national chains and local retailers.

Telehealth 
Your 24/7 Dr. BFF. It’s like having a best friend 
who’s a family doctor! Up to 70% of medical issues 
can be solved by phone. Reach out 24/7 for $0 
visit fee with a U.S. primary care doctor and get a 
prescription written, if medically necessary†.

Prescription Savings 
Get your drug on (sale)! Use our pricing tool to 
quickly find the best price across 3 Rx savings 
networks. Save 10-85% on most brand or generic 
meds with home delivery or at 60,000+ 
pharmacies nationwide.

Dental Savings 
Smile at the savings. Save an average 20-40%†† 
on dental services from cleanings, whitening and 
root canals to braces and more at thousands of 
available dental practice locations nationwide. 

ACTIVATE your membership 
at freshbenies.com  

where you can chat with 
AI Assistant Bonnie –  
she makes it a snap

ChatbenieWALLET
Your important cards ready 
- anytime, anywhere! Store
and access all your cards in
one, easy place - insurance,
pharmacy, fitness clubs,
passport and more!
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BONNIE BENIE
Member # 000042164 
Group # BENIES100

This is not Insurance.
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$14.99
per family
per month
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